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 .Let N be a right near-ring with identity such that N, q is abelian. Because N
enjoys the right distributive property, every right multiplication map on N is an
 .endomorphism of N, q . The set of all right multiplication maps on N generates
 .a ring R, a subring of the ring End N . The structure of R is investigated when N
is a finite simple near-ring and when N is a finite centralizer near-ring. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let N denote a ring with 1. For each n g N we have the left multiplica-
 .tion map l : N ª N defined by l m s nm. Similarly we have the rightn n
 . multiplication map r : N ª N where r m s mn. The set L s l N n gn n n
4N of all left multiplication maps on N forms a ring under function
addition and function composition which is isomorphic to the ring N.
 4Likewise the set P s r N n g N forms a ring which is anti-isomorphicn
to N.
 .Now let N be a right near-ring with identity 1, which is not a ring. We
 . assume that N is an abelian near-ring, that is, N, q is abelian. The
w x .reader is referred to 4 for basic information on near-rings. So N enjoys
the right distributive property, but not the left. This left-right disparity
destroys the similarity of left-right multiplication maps for rings. The set
 4L s l N n g N of all left multiplication maps on N forms a near-ringn
 4isomorphic to N as in the ring case. However, the set P s r N n g N ofn
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right multiplication maps is not a near-ring since P does not enjoy closure
under addition: in general r q r is not a right multiplication map.n m
Since N is not a ring, then there are elements a, m, n in N such that
 .a n q m / an q am. The function r q r is not a right multiplicationn m
 . .map on N. For if it were, r q r 1 s n q m implies r q r wouldn m n m
 . .  . .have to equal r . But this is not true since r q r a / r a .nqm n m nqm
Since N satisfies the right distributive law, then every right multiplica-
 .tion map r is an endomorphism of the abelian group N, q . So P is an
 .  .subset of the ring End N of endomorphisms of N, q . Note that P is
closed under function composition since r r s r .n m m n
 .Let R denote the subring of End N generated by the set P. For lack of
a better name, we call R the right ring associated with the abelian
near-ring N. It is the goal of this paper to investigate the structure of R
when N is a finite abelian near-ring with identity 1. Note that our
assumption that N is finite means that every element of R may be written
as a finite sum of right multiplication maps.
w xThe ring R has been investigated by Williams 6 in 1965 when N is a
simple abelian near-ring and the results of Sections 2 and 3 are not totally
new. The description of the ring of entries of the matrix ring R is new,
however. The work by Williams was done when the theory of near-rings
was in its infancy and proofs were difficult due to lack of modern results.
Our proofs in Sections 2 and 3 are totally new and much shorter. The
results of Section 4 are new.
2. THE RIGHT RING OF A FINITE NEAR-FIELD
In this section we characterize R when N is a finite near-field, which is
w xnot a field. Recall 4, p. 252 that every finite near-field is an abelian
near-ring.
 .Since R is a subring of End N , then N is a left R-module. Because N
is a near-field, every nonzero element of N is invertible. This easily
implies that N is a faithful, simple R-module. From the theory of Artinian
rings, R is simple and therefore isomorphic to a matrix ring over a field.
 .Since R is finite, the division ring is a field.
 .By Schur's Lemma, the ring End N of R-endomorphisms of N is aR
field, say F. The double centralizer property for simple Artinian rings says
 .that R is isomorphic to End N . It remains to determine the field F andF
the dimension of the vector space N over F.
 .  .Let f be an element of F s End N . For n g N we have f n sR
  ..  .  .f r 1 s r f 1 s f 1 n. This shows that f is a left multiplication mapn n
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 .on the near-field N which is also an endomorphism of N, q . So
F s l , a g N N l x q y s l x q l y for all x , y in N 4 .  .  .a a a a
( a g N N a x q y s ax q ay for all x , y in N . 4 .
  .It is easy to verify that F ' a g N N a x q y s ax q ay for all x, y inN
4N is a subfield of N.
Recall that the center of a near-field N is the set K s k g N N kn s nk
4for all n in N . Clearly K is a subfield of N and K : F . For a finiteN
w xnear-field it is well known 2, pp. 35, 50 that K s F . So if N is aN
n  .  .near-field of size q with center K s GF q , then R ( End N (K
  ..M GF q .n
THEOREM 1. Let N be a finite near-field with center K. Let n be the
dimension of N as a ¨ector space o¨er K. Then the right ring R associated
 .with N is isomorphic to M K , the ring of n = n matrices o¨er the field K.n
3. THE RIGHT RING OF A FINITE SIMPLE ABELIAN
NEAR-RING
For this section and the following one we recall the construction and
 w xsome elementary facts about a centralizer near-ring. See 3 for further
.details. Let G be a finite group, the binary operation written additively,
but not necessarily abelian. Let A be a group of automorphisms of G, that
 .  .is, let A be a subgroup of Aut G . The set of functions M G sA
  .  .  . 4f : G ª G N f 0 s 0 and f a ¨ s a f ¨ for all a g A, ¨ g G forms a
near-ring under function addition and function composition. This near ring
of mappings on G is referred to as the centralizer near-ring determined by
A and G.
The automorphism group A partitions G into orbits. If ¨ g G, the
 4A-orbit containing ¨ is A¨ s a ¨ N a g A . Let A¨ , . . . , A¨ be the1 t
 .nonzero A-orbits of G. A function f in M G is completely determinedA
 .  .once the values f ¨ , . . . , f ¨ of the orbit representatives ¨ , . . . , ¨ are1 t 1 t
 .  .given. The restriction on the values f ¨ , . . . , f ¨ is that for each i we1 t
 .   ..  . must have stab ¨ : stab f ¨ , where for w g G, stab w s a g A Ni i
4a w s w , the stabilizer of w.
Now let N be a finite simple near-ring which is not a ring. A basic
structure theorem in near-rings says that N is isomorphic to a centralizer
 .near-ring M G where G is a group and A is a fixed point freeA
automorphism group on G. That A is fixed point free means if a / 1 is
.in A, then the only element of G fixed by a is the identity element 0.
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 .  4Since A is fixed point free, then stab ¨ s 1 for all ¨ / 0 in G. If we
further assume that N is an abelian near-ring, then G is an abelian group.
For most of this section N will denote a finite simple abelian near-ring
 .which is not a ring. Without loss of generality we may assume N s M GA
where G is abelian and A is fixed point free. It is the goal of this section
to determine the structure of the right ring R of N.
We now fix ¨ , . . . , ¨ as a complete set of orbit representatives of the1 t
nonzero orbits produced by the action of A on G. We identify some
 .  .special elements of M G . For i, j s 1, . . . , t, define e g N by e ¨ sA i j i j j
 .  .¨ and e ¨ s 0 if k / j. So if w g A¨ with w s a ¨ , then e w s a ¨i i j k j j i j i
 .and if w f A¨ , then e w s 0. We note that if i s j, then e is anj i j i i
 .idempotent element of M G and 1 s e q ??? qe . Moreover e e sA 11 t t i j k s
d e , where d is the Kronecker delta.jk i s jk
w xFor typographical reasons we shall sometimes write r m for the right
w xmultiplication map r of N. So if m g N, then r m : N ª N is definedm
w x .by r m n s nm.
Let R be the right ring of the simple abelian near-ring N. Then R is
 w x 4generated by r m N m g N and every element of R is a finite sum of
 4right multiplication maps. For each element of the set e N i, j s 1, . . . , ti j
w xof special elements in N let E s r e . It is straightforward to verify thati j ji
in R
1 s E q ??? qE11 t t
and
E E s d E .i j k s jk i s
 4So E is a set of matrix units in R. This implies that R is isomorphic to ai j
w xcomplete matrix ring of size t = t 1, p. 52 .
 .LEMMA 1. Let N s M G be a centralizer near-ring where G is a finiteA
abelian group and A is a fixed point free group of automorphisms of G. For
w xm / 0 in N, the additi¨ e order of the right multiplication map r m is the
integer k where k is the least common multiple of the orders of elements in G.
w xProof. Let b be the additive order of r m in R, the right ring of N.
w xThen br m s 0, the zero map on N. This means bnm s 0 for every
 .n g N. Since m / 0 there is a ¨ / 0 in G such that m ¨ s w / 0. Since
A is fixed point free, given z in G there exists a n g N, depending on z,
 .  .  .such that n w s z. We now have nm ¨ s z and 0 s bnm ¨ s bz. This
shows that the order of z divides b. This implies k divides b. It is easy to
w xcheck that kr m s 0. So b s k as desired.
 .THEOREM 2. Let N s M G be a simple abelian near-ring where G is aA
finite group and A is a fixed point free group of automorphisms of G. Then the
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 .right ring R of N is isomorphic to the t = t matrix ring M S o¨er the ring S,t
 .where S is the subring of End G generated by the elements in A and t is the
number of nonzero A-orbits of G.
 .Proof. Since A is fixed point free and N, q is abelian, then G is an
 .abelian group. This means End G is a ring. If N is a near-field, then
t s 1 and A consists of the right multiplication maps by the nonzero
elements of N. In this case R is isomorphic to the ring of 1 by 1 matrices
 .whose entries are from S, the subring of End G generated by the right
multiplication maps. So R is isomorphic to S, and the result is trivially
true.
We may now assume N is not a near-field and therefore t G 2. Since
 4E N i, j s 1, . . . , t is a set of matrix units of R, we know that R is ai j
matrix ring whose ring of entries is isomorphic to the ring E R E .11 11
 4Let A s a , . . . , a and let Z denote the ring of integers modulo k,1 s k
where k is the least common multiple of the orders of elements in G.
 .Then S, the subring of End G generated by a , . . . , a , consists of1 s
endomorphisms of the form
a a q ??? qa a ,1 1 s s
where each a belongs to Z .i k
The elements of the ring E R E have the form11 11
w x w x w x w x w x w xr e r n r e s r e r n r e 11 j 11 11 j 11 /
j j
w xs r e n e . 11 j 11
j
Each e n e is either the zero function on G or else it is a function that11 j 11
 4takes the orbit A¨ to itself and all other orbits to 0 . These are precisely1
s such nonzero functions on G, one for each element of A. There are the
 .  .functions m , . . . , m defined by m ¨ s a ¨ and m ¨ s 0 if j / 1.1 s i 1 i 1 i j
 .We now see Lemma 1 that the elements of E R E have the form11 11
w x w xa r m q ??? qa r m ,1 1 s s
where each a g Z . We show that F: E R E ª S defined byi k 11 11
 w x w xF a r m q ??? qa r m s a a q ??? qa a is an isomorphism.1 1 s s 1 1 s s
w x w x w x w xSuppose a r m q ??? qa r m s b r m q ??? qb r m , where1 1 s s 1 1 s s
the coefficients are in Z . Then for every n g N,k
a nm q ??? qa nm s b nm q ??? qb nm .1 1 s s 1 1 s s
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This means that for ¨ in G and every n in N,1
a nm ¨ q ??? qa nm ¨ s b nm ¨ q ??? qb nm ¨ , .  .  .  .1 1 1 s s 1 1 1 1 s s 1
a na ¨ q ??? qa na ¨ s b na ¨ q ??? qb na ¨ , .  .  .  .1 1 1 s s 1 1 1 1 s s 1
a a n ¨ q ??? qa a n ¨ s b a n ¨ q ??? qb a n ¨ , .  .  .  .1 1 1 s s 1 1 1 1 s s 1
a a q ??? qa a n ¨ s b a q ??? qb a n ¨ . .  .  .  .1 1 s s 1 1 1 s s 1
Since A is fixed point free, all nonzero elements in G have the same
 .stabilizer and this implies that for a suitable choice of n, n ¨ can be any1
element in G. This means a a q ??? qa a s b a q ??? qb a and F is1 1 s s 1 1 s s
well defined.
 w x w x.It is clear that F is additive and into. Since F r m r m si j
 w x.  w x.  w x.F r m m s a a s F r m F r m , then F preserves multiplica-j i i j i j
tion.
 w x w x.Suppose F a r m q ??? qa r m s 0. Then we have a a1 1 s s 1 1
 . .q ??? qa a s 0 so a a q ??? qa a n¨ s 0 for all n g N. Reversings s 1 1 s s 1
 . .the steps above gives a nm q ??? qa nm ¨ s 0 for all n. If j / 1,1 1 s s 1
 . .then a nm q ??? qa nm ¨ s 0. This means a nm q ??? qa nm s 01 1 s s j 1 1 s s
w x w xfor all n g N and hence a r m q ??? qa r m s 0. This shows F is1 1 s s
one-to-one.
So F is an isomorphism and E R E is isomorphic to S.11 11
We now give examples to illustrate Theorem 2.
 .a Let G be a finite abelian group, let n be the least common
 .multiple of the orders of elements in G, and let N s M G , the near-ring0
  4of zero preserving mappings on G. So A s i where i is the identity
.  . < <automorphism of G. We have S ( Z and R ( M Z where t s G y 1.n t n
 .  4b Let G be an abelian group of odd order and let A s i, s
 .where s is the fixed point free automorphism s ¨ s y¨. We have
2  .s s i and i q s s 0. So once again S ( Z , where n is as in example a ,n
 .  < < .and R ( M Z with t s G y 1 r2.t n
 .c Let G be a vector space of dimension m over the finite field
 . rGF q , q s p , where p is prime. Let A be the group of fixed point free
automorphisms of G which are the scalar multiplication maps by nonzero
 .elements of GF q . So A is a cyclic group isomorphic to the multiplicative
 .  .group of nonzero elements in GF q . The subring of End G generated by
 .  m .  .the elements of A is S ( GF q . Since there are t s q y 1 r q y 1
  ..A-orbits of G, then R ( M GF q . In this situation, R is a simple ring.t
In general, let N be a finite abelian near-ring with 1 and let R be the
right ring of N. For a subset S of N let R denote the subring of RS
 w x 4generated by elements in r s N s g S . The following are easy to prove.
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 .  .i If S is a left N-subgroup of N in particular a left ideal , then
R is a right ideal of R.S
 .ii If S is a right ideal of N, then R is a left ideal of R.S
 .iii If S is an ideal of N, then R is an ideal of R.S
 .iv If N s N [ N , a direct sum of two ideals N , N , then1 2 1 2
 .R s R [ R where R is isomorphic to the right ring of N , i s 1, 2.1 2 i i
 .  .Properties i ] iii indicate a relationship between the one-sided ideals
of N and that of R. Since the one-sided ideals in a matrix ring are fairly
well known, it would be nice to use this to obtain information about the
left and right ideals of N. Unfortunately, the above correspondence
between one-sided ideals of N and those of R is not onto and the author
has seen no way to a priori identify the ideals of R that correspond to
ideals of N.
 .Property iv and Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to characterize the right
ring of any finite semi-simple abelian near-ring. For if N is semi-simple
with right ring R and N s N [ ??? [ N where each N is simple then1 k i
R s R [ ??? [ R where R is the right ring of N . Use Theorems 1 and1 k i i
2 to describe R when N is not a ring. If N is a ring, then R isi i i i
anti-isomorphic to N .i
 .4. THE RIGHT RING OF ABELIAN NEAR-RINGS M GA
 .   . .Let N be the centralizer near-ring M G , where we assume M G , qA A
is abelian and A is a group of automorphisms of the finite group G. The
 .assumption that M G is abelian does not imply that G is abelian. ForA
example, a result due to A.G. Myasnikov says that if A contains all the
 .inner automorphisms of G, then M G is abelian. The proof of this isA
w x .elementary and it may be found in 5 , for example. Let R be the right
 .ring of N s M G . In this section we describe the structure of R.A
 .  . For nonzero ¨ , w g G we define w - ¨ if stab w > stab ¨ proper
.containment and let 0 - ¨ for all nonzero ¨ g G. Also for nonzero
 .  .w, ¨ g G define w ; ¨ if stab w s stab ¨ . Recall that there exists a
 .function n g N such that n ¨ s w if and only if either w - ¨ or w ; ¨ .
  . 4In N let S s n g N N n ¨ - ¨ for all ¨ / 0 in G . Let I be the1
 w x 4subring of R generated by r n N n g S . It is easy to verify that I is a1
nilpotent ideal of R.
  .Similarly let S s n g N N for all ¨ g G either n ¨ ; ¨ or else2
 . 4  w x 4n ¨ s 0 . Let T be the subring of R generated by r n N n g S .2
LEMMA 2.. Let R, I, and T be as abo¨e. Then R s I q T where I l T s
 40 . Moreo¨er RrI ( T.
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Proof. Every element of I is a finite sum of right multiplication maps
 w x w xby elements of S , I s r m q ??? qr m N k is a positive integer and1 1 k
4m g S . Similarly every element of T is a finite sum of right multiplica-i 1
 w x w xtion maps by elements of S , T s r n q ??? qr n N k is a positive2 1 k
4integer and n g S . Recall that every element of R is a finite sum of righti 2
multiplication maps.
 .For f g M G we haveA
f s f 1 s f e q ??? qe s fe q ??? qfe , 1 .  .11 t t 11 t t
where e is the idempotent associated with the A-orbit A¨ of G. Becausei i i
 .of the distributivity of any n g M G over the e 's, we haveA ii
w x w x w xr f s r fe q ??? qr fe . 2 .11 t t
For each i, either fe belongs to S or fe belongs to S . The element feii 1 i i 2 i i
 .  .  .belongs to S if fe ¨ s f ¨ - ¨ and fe belongs to S if fe ¨ s1 i i i i i i i 2 i i i
 . . w x w xf ¨ ; ¨ . This means that either r fe g I or r fe g T. So for anyi i i i i i
 . w xf g M G , r f is a sum of an element in I with one in T. This impliesA
R s I q T.
To show that I and T have trivial intersection, assume
w x w x w x w xr m q ??? qr m s r n q ??? qr n , 3 .1 k 1 s
where each m is in S and each n is in S .i 1 j 2
 .  .Using 3 we have that for every f g M G ,A
fm q ??? qfm s fn q ??? qfn .1 k 1 s
Now specialize f to be the function e fe . Fix ¨ / 0 in G.i i j j
 .  .Suppose ¨ ; ¨ . For each m , m ¨ - ¨ and m ¨ - ¨ . This impliesj u u u j j
e fe m q ??? qe fe m ¨ s 0. . .i i j j 1 i i j j k
 .  .Suppose ¨ ) ¨ . For each n , n ¨ ; ¨ or else n ¨ s 0. This meansj u u u
e fe n q ??? qe fe n ¨ s 0. . .i i j j 1 i i j j s
Finally, suppose that either ¨ and ¨ are unrelated or else ¨ ) ¨ . Thenj j
once again
e fe m q ??? qe fe m ¨ s 0. . .i i j j 1 i i j j k
Since ¨ and the indexes i, j are arbitrary, we have
e fe m q ??? qe fe m s 0i i j j 1 i i j j k
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 .for all i, j. For f g M G we may writeA
t
f s 1 f 1 s e q ??? qe f e q ??? e s e fe . .  . 11 t t 11 t t i i j j
i , j
t  . tSo fm q ??? qfm s  e fe m q ??? qe fe m s  0 s 0. This1 k i, j i i j j 1 i i j j k i, j
w x w x w x w x  4shows r m q ??? qr m s 0 s r n q ??? qr n and I l T s 0 .1 k 1 s
That T is isomorphic to RrI follows by projecting an element of R onto
its T component, giving a homomorphism of R onto T with kernel I.
Lemma 2 gives a Wedderburn principal type result for the ring R. The
ideal I behaves like the radical of R and T like the semi-simple part. We
continue along this line to see that T is a direct sum of matrix rings.
LEMMA 3. Let N, R, T be as abo¨e. Then T is a direct sum of matrix rings.
Proof. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be representatives of the nonzero A-orbits of G.1 t
The representatives are chosen such that if ¨ g A¨ and w g A¨ withi j
 .  .  4stab ¨ s stab w , then ¨ ; ¨ . The set V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ of orbit represen-i j 1 t
tatives has the equivalence relation ; defined on it, namely ¨ ; ¨ ifji
 .  . w xstab ¨ s stab ¨ . This partitions V into equivalence classes. Let ¨i j 1
denote the equivalence class containing ¨ , etc.1
  .Let T s n g M G N n s e ne , where the sum runs over all i, j1 A ii j j
w x4  .such that ¨ , ¨ g ¨ . The set T consists of all functions n g M Gi j 1 1 A
w xwhich are 0 on all orbits not represented in the class ¨ , and for each1
w x  .  4  .orbit A¨ with ¨ g ¨ , either n A¨ s 0 or else n A¨ s A¨ whereji i 1 i i
w x  w x 4¨ g ¨ . Let T be the subring of T generated by r n N n g T . Usingj 1 1 1
w xthe basic functions e associated with the orbits represented in ¨ , theni j 1
 w x4as in the proof of Theorem 2, r e is a set of matrix units for T and Ti j 1 1
is a matrix ring.
We obtain one matrix ring for each equivalence class of the set V. This
makes T a direct sum of matrix rings, T s T [ ??? [ T , where there are r1 r
equivalence classes in V.
What is the ring of entries for T? We will discuss T , the others behavei 1
  .  .4similarly. Let H s w g G N stab w = stab ¨ . It is easy to verify that1 1
  ..  .H is an abelian subgroup of G. Let A s N stab ¨ rstab ¨ , where1 1 1 1
  ..  .N stab ¨ is the normalizer of stab ¨ in A. The group A may1 1 1
be regarded as a group of automorphisms of H as follows: if a g A ,1 1
 .  .w g H define a w s a w .1
We claim that the ring of entries for T is isomorphic to the subring of1
 .End H generated by the elements in A . Moreover, T is a t = t matrix1 1 1
w xring where t is the number of orbits represented in ¨ .1
The justification of the claim is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. Let
 4A s a , . . . , a , and let Z be the ring of integers modulo k where k is1 1 m k
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the least common multiple of the orders of elements in H . The subring of1
 .End H generated by the elements of A is the ring1 1
S s a a q ??? qa a N a g Z . 41 1 m m i k
The ring E T E of entries is the set11 1 11
w x w xE T E s a r m q ??? qa r m N a g Z , 411 1 11 1 1 m m i k
 .  .where in the above set m g M G such that m ¨ s a ¨ and m is 0j A j 1 j 1 j
on the other A -orbits. The ring E T E is isomorphic to S using the1 11 1 11
function f defined by
w x w xf a r m q ??? qa r m s a a q ??? qa a . .1 1 m m 1 1 m m
That f is an isomorphism follows in a manner similar to that in the proof
of Theorem 2.
We summarize Lemmas 1 and 2 in the following theorem.
 .   . .THEOREM 3. Let N be the centralizer near-ring M G where M G , qA A
is a finite abelian group and A is a group of automorphisms of the finite group
G. Let R be the right ring of N. Then there is a nilpotent ideal I of R and a
 4subring T of R such that R s I q T where I l T s 0 and RrI ( T.
Moreo¨er T is a direct sum of matrix rings.
We now give an example to illustrate Theorem 3. Let G s Z [ Z [2 2
Z [ Z , let A be the cyclic group of automorphisms of G generated by2 2
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
a s .
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
< < 4 w xThen A s 4 and a has minimal polynomial x y 1 in Z x . There are2
five nonzero A-orbits of G. We select orbit representatives ¨ s1
 .  .  .  .  .1, 0, 0, 0 , ¨ s 1, 1, 0, 0 , ¨ s 1, 1, 1, 0 , ¨ s 1, 0, 1, 0 , ¨ s 1, 1, 1, 1 .2 3 4 5
We have ¨ - ¨ - ¨ ; ¨ ; ¨ . So there are three equivalence classes5 4 3 2 1
w x w x w xof orbits: ¨ , ¨ , ¨ .1 4 5
 .In this example I is the nilpotent ideal of R generated by
 w x w x w x w x w x w x w x4r e , r e , r e , r e , r e , r e , r e . The ring T is a direct41 42 43 51 52 53 54
sum of three matrix rings T , T , T corresponding respectively to the1 4 5
w x w x w xclasses ¨ , ¨ , ¨ .1 4 5
 .For T we have H s G, A s A, t s 3. So T ( M R where R is1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1
 .  2the subring of End G generated by A. So R ( c i q c a q c a q1 0 1 2
3  . 4 4  .c a N c g GF 2 and a s 1 , the group ring of A over the field GF 2 .3 i
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 .  .  .  .4For T we have H s 1, 0, 1, 0 , 0, 1, 0, 1 , 1, 1, 1, 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0 , A (4 4 4
 2:  .  .Ar a ( Z , t s 1. So T ( M R , where R is the subring of End H2 4 4 1 4 4 4
generated by the elements of A , namely the group ring of A o¨er the field4 4
 .GF 2 .
 .  .4  4For T we have H s 1, 1, 1, 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0 , A s i , t s 1. So T (5 5 5 5 5
 .  .M R , where R is the field GF 2 .1 5 5
 .  .  .In summary T ( M R [ M R [ M R where R is the group3 1 1 4 1 5 1
 .  .ring of Z over GF 2 , R is the group ring of Z over GF 2 , and R is4 4 2 5
 .GF 2 .
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